RULES OF PLAY

Goal
Learn about animals as you follow Coyote Peterson while he travels
through 6 different Biomes. Build a “Wild Adventure” of your own, full of
epic Animal Encounters and game-changing Specialty Cards. With the
point values of the Biomes constantly changing, you’ll have to think fast
and plan which cards to play and which ones to keep to build the highest
scoring Wild Adventure!

What is a Biome?

Great question! A Biome is specific geographical area where
the plants and animals share characteristics allowing them to
survive in that environment. Coyote Peterson’s Wild Adventure
features 6 specific Biomes found all over the world! Besides
the 12 animals we feature from each Biome here, what other
animals can you think of that might live in these habitats?
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Setup
1.

Place the Adventure Play Mat in the center of the table.

2.

Randomly place (means no peeking) the 6 Biome Markers face up
on the “Trail” beginning at the 6-point space and working across.

3. Place Coyote’s Hat & Backpack Markers on any of the Hat & Backpack
spaces (they’ll move around during the game).

4. Shuffle the Adventure Deck and deal 5 cards to each player.
5. Place the remainder of the deck on the Adventure Mat.
6. Place the Snapping Turtle Marker on its spot on the Adventure Mat.
Determine who will go first. You are now ready to play
Coyote Peterson’s Wild Adventure!
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The Adventure Deck
Animal Encounter Cards

There are 6 different classes of Animal
Encounter Cards, one for each Biome on
the Trail.

FOREST

grassland

On your turn you may discard 2 Animal
Encounter Cards from different Biomes
to exchange the places of their Biome
Markers on the Trail (see below).
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The 6 Biomes

C

Animal Encounter Cards are also
what gives you points at the end of
the round, so it’s important to know
which cards to use for moving Biomes
around and which ones to build your
Wild Adventure with! More on that
in
Coyote peterson’s
a bit!
WILD

Animal Facts!

There are 72 different
animals to learn about in this
game, 12 from each of the 6
Biomes! What are some of
your favorite animals? Have
you ever seen any of these
in the wild?

ADVENTURE

The Adventure Deck
Coyote’s Hat & Backpack

Where would Coyote be without his iconic Hat
and well-equipped Backpack?
When a player plays a Hat or Backpack Card
move the corresponding marker to any space
along the Trail.
These each add 1 point to the value of each
Animal Encounter Card of that Biome in your
Wild Adventure at the end of the round. The
Hat and Backpack can be on the same space.

coyote’s
backpack

coyote’s hat

Move Coyote’s Backpack
to any space along the Trail.
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Move Coyote’s Hat
to any space along the Trail.
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bite & Sting

Coyote, r u ok?
Giant Desert Centipede
& Tarantula Hawk

Draw

Exchange

Trade
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Coyote has been bitten and stung by
some of the world’s most feared and
misunderstood animals, all in the name of
education. If you see any of these creatures
in the wild, remember to always admire
them from a safe distance, and you’ll have
nothing to worry about.

Bite & Sting

These cards allow you 3 different options to manipulate the game to your
advantage. You may do ONE option each time you discard a Bite & Sting
Card from your hand to the discard pile.
Draw any 1 card of your choice from the discard pile.
Exchange 1 card of your choosing from your hand with an opponent.
This allows you to see their hand.
Trade 1 of your face-down cards in your Wild Adventure with 1 from
your hand.

The Adventure Deck
Coyote wild cards

Coyote Peterson Wild Cards feature
some of Coyote’s wisdom learned
out in the wilderness. They have
3 different abilities and are very
powerful cards. Use them well! There
is no limit to how may Coyote Cards
you can use in the game.

coyote

wild card
“The only way to overcome
your fears is to face those
fears head on and with
eyes wide open.”
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Coyote Wild Cards can be built into a player’s Wild Adventure
and can represent an Animal Encounter Card from any
Biome that Coyote’s Hat or Backpack is on during scoring.
Coyote Wild Cards can be used as any Biome type when
exchanging the places of the Biome Markers. For example,
if you discarded a Jungle Biome and a Coyote Wild Card, you
could exchange the Jungle Biome Marker with ANY other
Biome Marker!
During Scoring Coyote Wild Cards can also be scored on the
Biome that the Snapping Turtle ends up on because OF
COURSE Coyote is going to go after the Snapping Turtle!

Taking a Turn
1.

Play up to 4 of your 5 cards. At least 1 must remain to work on your
Wild Adventure.

2. Building your Wild Adventure. You may place 1 or 2 cards face down
in front of you but you must place at least 1 card each turn. These cards
are your own Wild Adventure and are scored at the end of the round.

3. Discard as many cards as you wish to the

discard pile. The discard
pile is face up and off the board so players can easily see what is
available to pick up when they play a Bite & Sting Card. You don’t have
to discard if you don’t want to.

4. Draw your hand back to 5.
5. It’s now the next player’s turn. Play proceeds clockwise.

Ending the round
When any player’s Wild Adventure has 7 or
more cards it triggers the end of the round.
That player takes the Snapping Turtle
Marker and places it on any Biome Marker
of their choice. This locks that Biome,
meaning it cannot be swapped with
another Biome for the remainder of the
round, although Coyote’s Hat & Backpack
could still be moved to or away from it.
Every other player takes one final turn.

Turtles!

Snapping Turtles remain
one of Coyote’s favorite
animals and he has been
catching them since he
was a kid!

Scoring your Wild adventure
Each player discards their hand to the discard pile. Then, each player turns
their Wild Adventure face up. Each Animal Encounter Card scores a number
of points equal to where the matching Biome is on the Trail. Biomes score an
additional point for each Animal Encounter Card if Coyote’s Hat or Backpack
is on the same Trail Space. Note that while Coyote’s Hat & Backpack, and
Bite & Sting cards can be laid down as part of a Wild Adventure, they do not
award any points. (See the scoring example on the back of this rulebook.)

The next round
Reset the game according to the
original setup instructions. Track
your scores on a notepad and
determine how many rounds you
wish to play. Try starting with 3. The
highest cumulative score at the
end of these rounds is the winner!
Enjoy playing Coyote Peterson’s
Wild Adventure!

Younger kids?

Playing with younger members
of the Coyote Pack? Feel free to
play an open round with both
your hand and Wild Adventure
face-up until they get the hang
of the game.

Scoring your Wild adventure
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These large, fully aquatic,
mostly herbivorous marine
Orca known
mammals, sometimes
as sea cows, can measure up to
13 feet
long
andwhales,
weigh live
as much
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African Savanna Elephant

Bald Eagle

This herbivore spends most its
day grazing and is the largest
land mammal alive on Earth.
They can be up to thirteen feet
tall at the shoulder and weigh
over 6 tons!

This bird is one of earth’s largest
raptors, with a seven-foot
wingspan and 28-38 inch length
and is capable of diving speeds
up to 100 mph and soaring up
to 10,000 feet in the air.
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Trade

In this scoring example we see that the player has 1
Coyote Wild Card, 2 Animal Encounter Cards in the
Ocean Biome, 1 in the Grassland Biome, and 1 in the
Forest Biome. There is also a Coyote’s Backpack and
a Bite & Sting Card. Coyote’s Hat & Backpack Cards
as well as Bite & Sting Cards don’t score points and
players typically only lay them down as part of their
Wild Adventure when they don’t have any other
options.

Now, let’s score the other cards. The 2 Ocean Biomes are each worth 5
points. The Grasslands Biome is also worth 5 points since Coyote’s Hat is
next to that Biome on the Trail. The Forest Biome also gets an additional
point from Coyote’s Backpack for 2 points. Now, where to put the Coyote
Wild Card? It could go on the Ocean, Grasslands, or Forest Biomes but
since the Ocean or Grasslands are the highest it would go on one of those
for an additional 5 points. This brings the total for this hand to 22 points!
©2021 Rather Dashing Games. ©2021 Wilderness Productions LLC.
Game design by Mike Richie.

